SMC CIRCULAR NO. 6/2011
[SMC 13.1.5]

5 April 2011

All Registered Doctors on Conditional Registration

Dear Doctor

ADDENDUM: LOCUM PRACTICE

1. Pursuant to the issue of SMC’s circular dated 11 November 2010 on "LOCUM PRACTICE", the Singapore Medical Council (SMC) has reviewed and revised paragraph (4) of the said circular for better clarity.

2. The revised paragraph (4) of the said circular will read as follows:

   Paragraph 4:

   Conditional registrants are prohibited from working as locums outside of their approved designated practice place. In other words, they are not to work anywhere other than the department they have been posted to.

3. The SMC may cancel the doctor’s conditional registration in the event of non-compliance of any of the conditions imposed on the doctor’s conditional registration.

4. Please email the SMC Secretariat at enquiries@smc.gov.sg should you require further clarifications.
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